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OFFICIAL WHITEPAPER VERSION 2.0
Disclaimer:
Please read all the terms and conditions (“T & Cs”) carefully. By making a contribution to Stellargold® for
purchase of Stellargold® tokens (“XLMGOLD”) during the token sale you will be bound by all our terms and
conditions.
If you do not agree to our terms and conditions please do not make any contributions to our token sale.
Stellargold® Incorporation is a company registered under Indian Government under the ministry of medium
and small scale industries.
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares
or securities in Stellargold® or any related or associated company. Any such offer or solicitation will be made
only by means of a confidential offering memorandum and in accordance with the terms of all applicable
securities and other laws. The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not
imply any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not binding for
Stellargold® (“Stellargold ® Company” or “Stellargold®”) and its affiliates and reserves the right to change,
modify, add, or remove portions of this White Paper for any reason at any time before, during and after the
sale of Stellargold®.
Prior to acquiring the Stellargold®, a prospective purchaser should consult with his/her own legal,
investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other
consequences of such transaction. Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of
any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not
subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts transactions in
respect of, or with use of, digital tokens.
The English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the project. The
information contained in English language White Paper may from time to time be translated into other
languages. In the course of such translation some of the information contained in the English language White
Paper may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be
guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the official English
language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original document shall prevail.
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Investment in digital currencies are subjected to market risks and hence read all the business related
documents before making a contribution to Stellargold®.

Introduction:
Decentralized exchanges offer a non-custodial, trustless and improved transparency in
holding and sharing ledgers. Despite these technologies the transactions in blockchain is held
with the help of miners. Stellargold is a cloud cryptomining platform that educates people on
mining and insists them to mine the best cryptocurrency which can earn them a huge profit.
By making a contribution in Stellargold® or by holding Stellargold® tokens you can become a
member of our mining farm. Stellargold will be used to mine more than 500 cryptocurrencies
at our mining farm (It will also be integrated to lot of decentralized cloud mining platforms as
a part of miner fees)
The Stellargold® mining farm works on the principle of cloud mining but unless like other
mining farms we won’t ask you to buy the hashpower and get profit from what you have
invested. In Stellargold mining farm the total hash power will be divided among the miners
and according to their investment of Stellargold® tokens the profits will be shared among the
miners. This will even help our air droppers or small token holders to mine at our mining
platform. The prime aim of Stellargold tokens is that it should enable mining a simpler
process and a power efficient one. Stellargold is also working on producing low power
consuming ASIC miners to carry out things. We are working on the world’s smallest
cryptomining device which can be as small as your mobile phone which consumes less power
and can also compete with the large ASIC ones.
We also try to integrate our tokens to a small android mobile wallet and enable you to mine
and earn with those Stellargold tokens which you HODL in your wallet. We are also working
on mining cryptocurrencies by using a coupled mining technology or cascading miner
technology and also by a specific scripts called as specific pool mining algorithm(SPMA©) and
which is exclusive for Stellargold mining farm and it help the miners to get more profit than
the existing ones. Unless like stellargold® is not only a mining token it also have various
utilities in the crypto space. Stellargold mining farm is based on a anonymous process which is
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based on cryptoanarchy which is main motto of cryptocurrency as suggested by in the
primitive cryptocurrency whitepaper.

Features of Stellargold:
1. Fast
2. Secure
3. Anonymous
4. Transparency
5. Instant Remittance

Services being offered by Stellargold:
There are a total of three main services offered by Stellargold,
1. Cryptocurrency mining platform
2. Integrated bounty offering platform
3. ICO services platform
Cryptocurrency mining platform:
What is Stellargold® and how it alters the mining era?
Stellargold® is not only an ERC20 token and it has a scope which is beyond the understanding
of common people. Stellargold® mining platform helps everyone to mine cryptocurrency
without any ease or struggle. It also has been working to produce the world’s smallest mining
device which can mine bitcoins with just power equivalent of 2000 mah. Stellargold Photo
Miner© is a patent device which is going to hit the market by early 2020.There have been a
lot of difficulties in cryptocurrency mining; some of them are listed below
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Losing money on fake mining sites
Number of minable cryptocurrencies
Not aware of cryptomining
Requirement of huge power supply
Requirement of proper cooling techniques
Cost of high quality cryptomining devices
Lack of knowledge in mining

These are some of the major problems the crypto miners are facing in their regular life. We
Stellargold® have a solution to all these problems and can rectify the above discussed
problems effectively and can make you more money out of cryptocurrency mining. First what
are the uses of purchasing Stellargold® tokens and how it makes you a complete
cryptocurrency miner?
Step 1: Let Bob be a cryptocurrency angel investor
He loves cryptocurrency mining but couldn’t make anything huge except paying some huge
electricity bill
Step 2:
He heard about Stellargold® and purchased 5000 Stellargold® tokens. Now he is a member of
our cryptocurrency mining organization. Here we not only mine for you we also give you
assistance in setting up your own ASIC miner and suggest you the profitable mining ways.
Step 3: Bob also mines profitably with the Stellargold tokens he have and also with his home
PC and mobile phones.
Step 4: Soon if bob is well versed in crypto mining farm. He will be a senior member of our
organization and can make advices to the community and make cryptocurrency mining an
easier and easily accessible one for everyone.
Secondly about of Stellargold® cryptocurrency mining organization (SCMO©)
A person who has purchased more than $25 worth of tokens at our ICO will be member of our
organization initially and later there will be a membership fee after the end of ICO. Every
member of our organization will be assisted in their mining activities. They will be actively
performing in all cryptocurrency mining activities with Stellargold® and the main aim of this
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organization is to make cryptocurrency mining easier and more accessible to poor people. So
that they can mine cryptocurrencies and earn their daily income. The organization already
comprised of a lot of electronics engineers who are working together to make the pocket size
mining device which consumes power less than our mobile phones battery but could be able
to mine at a rapid speed. The Stellargold Miner© is a device which uses light induced photon
graphic mining technology for finding the blocks at a very rapid rate. The genuine ASIC
miners use NOT gate for making the logics which are essentially the logic gates. But now
stellargold miner device use photon based electron control method for controlling electrons
for making profitable mining devices. The mechanism used in our stellargold miner devices is
not simple and it consists of serious technological implementations and researches. We have
been using lights of various wavelengths as a part of our testing purposes. Now we have been
working with great young technologists across the globe to make this a reality.

Stellargold® mining farm:
What is a mining farm?
A mining farm is basically a place where cryptocurrencies are mined at a faster rate and in a
rapid phase. Now those mining farm rent their miners and allow everyone to mine
cryptocurrencies. Now Stellargold® is similar to those mining farms but why we don’t accept
any fiat payments or crypto payments for mining at our farm?
1.
2.
3.
4.

These currencies are subjected to KYC verifications and AML policies
These currencies aren’t anonymous anymore
We need to be anonymous and stellargold is not only a currency for mining purpose.
We want to protect our consumer money and rights.

How to mine with stellargold® at our mining farm?
Step 1: Buy stellargold® tokens
Step 2: Send those tokens to the mining pool address which will be an ethereum address (We
sell those at market and convert it to ether/bitcoins to make up our power and other expense)
Step 3: After mining the total mined cryptocurrencies will again be spent at the exchange to
buy stellargold tokens and will be divided to everyone equally based on their investment and
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sent to their ethereum wallets. So that you can mine more and earn more without any
information being shared with us.
Step 4: Hence stellargold will always have a buyer who is nothing but us. So our holders can
get profit more and more and the tokens price will be held up by us and the market liquidity
and volume will be maintained properly

Results of our Beta Testing from our Innovative mining farm:
Product Prototype and beta version
Stellargold® mining farm initially enters the beta testing stage with 50 S9 Antminers and is
being constantly tested for flaws and drawbacks. The farm comprised of more than 1 acre
area situated on the main highway connecting two major cities and hence transportation of
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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employment and electricity can be done easily. Our miners are separated into 2 groups and a
group
Consisting of 25 miners and each group have been connected to 4 mining( 4 for BTC and 4 for
ETH) pools and hence we can mine at 8 pools simultaneously and we use a special scripts
called specific pool scripts which is an automated program that is monitoring the block
difficulty of all the 8 pools at a time and it automatically connects the miners to the pool with
less traffic and hence with less difficulty and we are also having another technology which we
introduce called as coupled mining in which we are coupling or cascading a large of miners to
the main system using a specific algorithm and hence the speed of finding new combination
to unlock blocks is greatly increased

Observed Data from the past 25 days at our testing farm,

Without coupling mining profit per miner (including the electricity and labor charges) = $10
per day (approx)
With Coupling of miners (including the electricity and labor charges)
= $12.37 per day
Without coupling with specific pool script
With coupling with specific pool script

=$11 per day
=$13.67 per day

Hence we can observe that from beta testing that we can increase the income from $10 to
$13.67 which is nearly 30% increase and hence we can mine at the low cost we will deduct this
cost from the miner fees. And also we adopt alternative resource strategy in which we exploit
our geographic location completely for our power expense.
Aralvaimozhi - One of the largest wind farm in the world is located very near to our power
plant and also by setting up solar power plants on an area of 5000 sq feet from which we can
gain the power expense for our day time mining and during night we use the power from wind
plant and we also sell the extra power from wind plants to local companies during day time
and hence by doing so our power expense is nil for our miner which is a huge benefit for us.
And our area is having moderate climate and air-conditioning is needed for maintaining the
mining capacity of our miners and hence we adopt compression air-conditioning
Technologies in which we use a new form of nitrogen isotope to keep our farm cool without
any external cooling agent. And once sealed our miner farm will be under service only once in
a year and during that time one farm will be maintained. And the other will be in function and
hence there will be no downtime at the farm. There are 3 full time members monitoring .The
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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rate of mining and maintaining its function efficiently. And the major concern was the
payouts and hence we decided to develop payout method called as Ex-Payout system is
which the payouts are calculated for the whole ie.,If the total earning from the mining farm is
100 BTC per 15 days for say then
We can calculate your income by the formula,
Total BTC mined * Hashpower you bought / Total Hashpower rented = Total BTC for your
payouts
And this BTC will be used to buy Stellargold Tokens at our market and are given to their
respective ethereum wallet in terms
of Stellargold tokens and you can sell those tokens in the market to get BTC/ETH and hence
Stellargold becomes an utility token
Cost of Buying Bitcoins from Market = $7000 (Say)
Cost of mining at other farms = $4000 (Say)
Cost of mining at our farm
= $3700 (Say)
Hence these profits will be divided among all our miners and hence miners can earn 20%
profit from our mining farm
With 50 miners we nearly got $700 per day as per our current observations and we are trying
hard to script a new mechanism
Called backdoor mining in which we can stop the mining of all devices at our mining farm and
we can allow only our miners to mine at a pool. It is under development and once it is
implemented we can mine Cryptocurrencies at 20% of their market rate.

Project Technical highlights:
1. Specific pool script
2. Coupled mining
Resources advantage:
1. Low cost power generation through wind farms and solar farms
2. Cheap Labor
3. Easy Transportation
4. High - Speed Internet with special Satellite communication
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Hence Stellargold® is not only for mining at our mining farm. It will also make you a member
at our organization and make you mine at your own home personal computers and also
makes you to earn more with your available devices. It also make you to access the pocket
sized mining device as small as your mobile phone which consumes less power and can mine
effectively.
Motives of Stellargold as mining coin:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To become the only cryptocurrency for mining all cryptocurrency effectively by 2020
Help everyone mine cryptocurrency
Complete guidance on mining all cryptocurrencies
Increasing the total number of cryptocurrency miners
Reducing the gas fee
Making the world’s smallest and efficient cryptocurrency device
Making mining a noble profession

What happens if Stellargold® Photo Miner hits the market?
It will replace all the existing mining devices. It will make mining done by photonic method of
controlled hash technology. Actually it is still under development so we can’t provide the
complete idea. It will make mining bitcoins as easy as a piece of cake. It also helps mine with
little power consumption.

Now about Stellargold bounty platform:
Stellargold bounty platform is a highly motivated non-profit platform aimed at making a
source of regular income to people.
What is a bounty?
A bounty is form of free offering offered for the promotion of an ICO. It is usually offered by
doing some tasks which helps in the promotion of the coin and also it get some people who
are involved in bounty hunting to get a small amount of income. Now
Stellargold Bounty platform also does the same it helps in the promotion of the projects
collaborated at its bounty platform. But unlike other platforms Stellargold Bounty platform in
unique and it has a clear model in achieving its required goal.
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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Background and Problems
Problem 1:
Large number of ICO’s offering free airdrops worth just $5 but asking about all KYC
documents and this is the alarming cause for the establishment of such platform.
Solution:
Stellargold Bounty Platform prevents innocent airdroppers from exposing their identity to the
corporate world for just a small worth of airdrops as in our bounty platform there are no KYC
for Airdrops.
Problem 2:
The second problem we choose to solve is the poverty ruining the backward nations of the
world. Nearly 40% of the world’s population have their income below $1.50.
Solution:
Stellargold Bounty Platform helps in getting people a small amount of income of about $250
per month just by doing small tasks for getting some airdrops.
Companies doing ICO’s are mostly from the technologically developed nations and hence we
can convert the funds they invest in marketing into some sort of income for people who lives
below poverty line.
Problem 3:
High cost for marketing. An ICO with a strong background and knowledge lacks the required
marketing. Companies having poor ideas due heavy marketing reach a large community
easily.
Solution:
Stellargold provides every company with a great idea of changing the world free marketing
services to reach a larger community of population without any ease. We also provide you any
technical assistance if needed and hence we help small companies to reach greater heights
Turning high marketing expenses into income for poor:
At an average a company spends nearly 20% on its investment in marketing. Now stellargold
is a larger community and can help every projects reach a wider community easily and quickly.
So stellargold aims at converting those marketing income into some sort of income for poor
people. Stellargold will accept 0.5% of the total tokens value and lock it in its bounty platform
and offer bounties in terms of stellargold tokens. Since stellargold will be listed and trading at
exchanges the newer projects can get a wider reach without any investment and also the
people getting airdrops will be overwhelmed if they can convert their airdrops into money
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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soon. We will also provide you with more telegram, twitter , facebook , sina weibo and
medium followers through PR marketing and can reach a global community with specified
targeted marketing. We also have links with a lot of global exchanges and can make your
tokens list at any of these exchanges at a price lower than the normal listing fee and also we
can arrange for exchange listing votes at a very few cost. We also do a marketing campaign
through various means in our stores and merchants and help you to reach more. It is in the
sense of a mutual symbiotic relationship between both the parties and also the air droppers.

Now Stellargold ICO services platform:
Stellargold ICO services platform aimed at providing cheaper and best ICO services to people
who are ambitious to adopt blockchain for their business or to make their ideas into
blockchain technology. We provide ICO services as cheap as $200 and can provide you
website and smart contract and everything.
Our range of ICO development services include
1. Whitepaper Drafting
Detailed and comprehensive whitepaper services to introduce your newly developed crypto
coin to the market.

2. Roadmap & Strategy
Strategic time-based roadmaps to visualize the trajectory of the product and to help secure
stakeholders.
3. Marketing
Thoroughly planned marketing solutions meticulously designed to keep your venture above
the crowd.
4. Coin Development
Trusted and proven one-stop solution for secure, customized crypto coin Altcoin
development services.
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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5. Blockchain Integration
Standardize, automate and secure platforms across various industries with customized
Blockchain integration.
6. Support
dedicated support from our experienced experts in the initial stages to ensure a successful
product launch.
STELLARGOLD TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The tokens distribution will be used accordingly and will be designed for the purpose of
maintaining long term goals.
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Token Information:
Total Number of tokens
Token for ICO
Tokens per Each Phase of ICO
Decimal
Plarform

= 100 million
= 20 million
= 5 million
= 18
= Ethereum (ERC20)

Cost of tokens in each phase
1st Phase = $0.50 with 100% Bonus hence $0.25
2nd phase = $0.50 with 75% Bonus and hence $0.32
3rd phase = $0.50 with 50% Bonus and hence $0.38
4th phase = $0.50 with 25% Bonus and hence $0.44
Utilities for Stellargold Tokens
Stellargold Mining farm
Stellargold ICO services
Stellargold Bounty Platform
ICO minimum contribution: $10
ICO maximum contribution: $10000
Currencies Accepted in ICO
1. Ether
2. Bitcoin
3. Litecoin
4. Doge
5. Fiat payments
https://stellargoldcoin.com
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6. And 50 other cryptocurrencies

ICO timeline
ICO Phase I (100% Bonus)
June 17 to July 1

ICO Phase II (75% Bonus)
July 2 to July 17

ICO Phase III (50% Bonus)
July 18 to July 31

ICO Phase IV(25% Bonus)
August 1 to August 14

After the end of ICO the ico services platform will accept only stellargold tokens to start an
ico.
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